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This paper takes Wikipedia, a cooperation center of knowledge production in the 
age of the internet, as the research object, and analyzes and discusses the new 
perspective in knowledge production with Harold Innis’ “monopolies of knowledge” 
as the theory foundation. 
Written and edited by web volunteers, Wikipedia is regarded as the largest 
encyclopedia in history. This paper considers that Wikipedia, based on technologies of 
network and Wiki, has the eight following attributes: digitalization, great capacity, 
global links, quick search, instantaneous publishing, highly openness, collaboratively 
cooperation and efficiently integration. The space-biased media, which Wikipedia 
relies on, make great changes to the editing of encyclopedia compared with its 
traditional form. The changes mainly manifest in the sphere of the globalization of 
knowledge production platform, the popularization of knowledge producers and the 
wide diffusion of free knowledge products. Although Wikipedia largely reduces the 
cost of knowledge production, it still needs fundraising from the globe to survive. 
Wikipedia breaks the conventional monopoly of knowledge to some extent. 
This paper also points out that Wikipedia and its users living in specific societies 
differing in politics, ideology and economic conditions, which can influence their 
usage of Wikipedia. Meanwhile, the censorship and digital gap will limit the diffusion 
of knowledge products and the cooperation of knowledge production in some degree. 
People speaking popular languages from economically developed countries have 
priority in the occupation of knowledge. The eventual trend of the economic and 
cultural development around the world will largely determine the influence of 
Wikipedia, a sort of new media, in the area of knowledge production. 
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第一章 绪 论 
 1
第一章 绪 论 
1.1 研究缘起和研究问题 
1.1.1 研究缘起 
从 20 世纪 90 年代进入互联网时代之后，随着计算机和网络技术不断进步和


























































































































































































就专门设计了一些针对维基百科的软件来进行相关研究，例如 History Flow、 






























































































Commerce ）下属的国家电信与信息局（ National Telecommunications and 






















































图 1.1 “知识垄断”理论框架的图解 
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